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Abstract 
Manipulatives and games are used in mathematical instruction in today's 
classrooms. Research on a small first grade classroom has shown whether or not 
manipulatives and games have helped motivate student learning and participation. This 
research has shown whether students benefit rrom the use of games and manipulatives or 
from the use of worksheets and rote instruction. Many different manipulatives, games, 
and technology were used in this first grade classroom. Students participated in lessons 
that included games using manipulatives, worksheets with manipulatives, games without 
manipulatives, and worksheets without manipulatives. During the lessons where students 
were not given the opportunity to use manipulatives, they tended to find other means to 
help them. This researcher has found that using games and manipulatives is an essential 
part of mathematical instruction in the elementary classroom. 
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Using Manip1,.1latives and Games to Improve Proficiency in Mathematics 
During the days of one-room schoolhouses, rote instruction was used for every 
subject that was taught. Today many different strategies are used in all subject areas, 
especially in mathematics. Manipulatives and games have become a large part of today' s 
classrooms. Tn order to make mathematics more practical than just the use of worksheets, 
games and manipulatives give students a way to get their hands on mathematical 
concepts. Giving students the opportunity to interact with their peers while learning a 
new concept is one of the best ways for them to take the knowledge and apply it to their 
every day lives. Games give students the chance to play a role in the concepts they are 
learning. Manipulatives allow students to maneuver objects to give them a better 
appreciation for the new knowledge as well. 
Mathematics is a subject that we use in our lives every day no matter how old we 
are. Since mathematics is used in everything from getting to a doctor' s appointment on 
time to buying groceries, it is very important to have a strong understanding of several 
mathematical concepts. Too often students have difficulty learning complex theories. 
Games and manipulatives are used in many of today's classrooms ranging from 
preschool to college. Are they reaJiy helping students take hold of the knowledge and use 
it in their own lives? Are students remembering the concepts they learned one year and 
applying to their next year in school? Do students benefit from games and manipulatives 
or from worksheets and memory alone? 
Many researchers have found manipulatives and games do give students the upper 
hand they need to succeed in mathematics. While others will argue that by using these 
methods, students are being spoon-fed. They feel students need to think more for 
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themselves and figure problems out on their own. Which is the best way for students to 
learn? 
This study was done in an effort to determine whether primary students learn 
mathematical strategies best by using manipulatives and games or if they learn better by 
using simple rote method. 
Manipulatives and Games in Mathematlg {) 
Review of Literature 
The-HSe Qf manipulatives and games in the study of mathematics is not a new 
concept. For years teachers and textbook companies have invented different ways to use 
objects to improve student mathematical achievement. Many researchers have looked at 
the different ways manipulatives and games are used in mathematics classrooms. 
Manipulatives and games have offered teachers and students avenues that the uses of 
textbooks and worksheets have not been able to offer. For decades students have learned 
and grown with not only the use of manipulatives and games, but also the differentiation 
and variety that go along with it. Classrooms are no longer the same as they were half a 
century ago. They are using less rote instruction and more hands on problem based 
activities throughout all instruction, not just mathematics. Students have begun to enjoy 
learning and have taken more meaning out of what they are learning. They have been 
better able to apply what they learn in the classroom to their every day lives. Many 
recent researchers have indicated that the use of manipulatives and games increases 
student involvement in mathematics as well as their proficiency. Others have suggested 
that manipulatives and games do not help students, but distract them and give them the 
wrong idea of learned concepts. 
The use of manipulatives is one way to help students conceptualize numbers and 
mathematical reasoning (Crawford & Brown, 2003; Moyer & Jones, 2004; Sharp, 1996; 
Stein & Bovalino, 2001; Toumaki, 2003). The success of hands-on education has been 
demonstrated in many areas of teaching, especially mathematics. Tt not only gives the 
students the opportunity to get their hands on mathematical concepts, it also improves 
their self-assurance (DeGeorge & Santoro, 2004). It has been demonstrated that students 
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who use manipulatives for their mathematics instruction do better than those who do not 
use them (Cain-Caston, 1996; Clements & McMillen, 1996; Moyer & Jones, 2004). 
Manipulatives help students verbalize their understanding to one another and give 
teachers a way to assess them through observation of these materials (Mistretta & Porzio, 
2000). Teachers need to be able to realize when their students have reached the full 
objective for the lesson being taught and predict what the students may stumble upon as 
they go. They need to be able to foresee problems and questions students may encounter 
along the way (Ball, 1993). 
Ball (1993) believes that ifleaming environments were arranged in an orderly 
manner and teachers had a more in depth knowledge of their disciplines, education of 
mathematics would be better enhanced. These teachers would automatically show their 
students how important learning is and how well the things they learn could be applied to 
their lives. Ball (1993) states "Students must learn mathematical language and ideas that 
are currently accepted" (p. 376). DeGeorge and Santoro (1996) stated that students can 
improve their ability to think about math concepts and achieve insights into crucial basics 
when they use cubes, counters, and other manipulatives. Using manipulatives and other 
hands-on tasks make learning fun for all students. DeGeorge and Santoro (1996) a1so 
stated "Learning becomes interactive and engaging as students become comfortable with 
their unique learning styles through these active learning experiences," (p. 28). During 
the study that Moch (2001) completed, students commented that they took pleasure in 
investigating with the use of manipulatives and they looked forward to using them in the 
future as well. That is the kind of attitude and behavior many classroom teachers have 
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come across during the use of manipulatives and other hands-on activities in their 
mathematics classes. 
Using manipulatives supports ~dent visualization permitting them to compose a 
more concrete understanding of mathematical concepts (DeGeorge & Santoro. 2004~ 
Moch. 2001 ). Research suggests considerable differences in the student behaviors of 
those who used the hands-on manipulatives as compared to those in control groups. 
Student involvement. eagerness, and awareness were repoited to have improved because 
of these hands-on activities. DeGeorge and Santoro (2004) stated: 
Hands-on educational exlJeriences move students beyond the traditional and 
passive practices of teaching and learning by incorporating creation., expression, 
and the presentation of ideas. Spectacular results can be achieved when learning is 
taken off the chalkboard and literally put into the hands of the learners themselves. 
(p. 28) 
Although just because students are using their hands, that does not always mean they are 
consistently using their minds. "The challenge is to create situations whereby the 
manipulatives are used for uncovering, not just for discover1ng" stated Waite-Stupiansky 
& Stupiansky (1998, p. 85). Students need to have the problems that they are to solve in 
situations that are meaningful to them. These situations need to be areas they are familiar 
with in their own lives and something they see that they can use outside of the classroom. 
Mathematical instruction not only needs to incorporate manipulatives~ but also 
needs to include communication among students, involve inquiring about students' 
questions and students' answers, stretch the students thinking, and should involve giving 
students the chance to write their ideas down (Waite-Stupiansky & Stupiansky, 1998). 
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Students should think about the activities they were involved in. This will help them 
develop their m~thematic~ knowledge and decrease th~ir apprehension (Moch, 2001). 
Students should be engaged in the learning both mentally and physically (Waite-
Stup~ky & Stupiansky, 1998). 
Teacher Experience 
Using manipulatives is not a cure all for mathematics instruction (Ball, 1993; 
Moch, 2001). There are no representations that can grab hold of all areas of the major 
understandings in mathematics (Ball, 1993). There is no one way that will enable 
children to instantly solve mathematical problems and rationalize mathematically. It is 
up to the teacher to plan and prepare mathemat ics lessons with or without the use of 
manipulatives in a way that will benefit all students in their classroom (Reimer & Moyer, 
2005; Sharp, 1996). Ball (1993) stated "good teachers must have the capacity or be 
provided with the support to probe and analyze the content so that they can select and use 
representations that illuminate critical dimensions of that content for their students" (p. 
384). Teachers in these situations need to be well informed and experienced in the use of 
manipuJatives and what it takes to use them in the classroom (Hatfield, 1994) . Advance 
thought and preparation need to be made by the teacher in order to make manipulative 
use successful. Some teachers may use months or even years of professional 
development to properly learn and prepare the use of manipu1atives. Although preparing 
for a particular lesson may simply take some homework time for the teacher the day or 
night prior to the lesson (Stein & Bovalino, 2001 ) . Moch (2001) stated, "using 
manipulatives well takes time and practice" (p. 81 ). Simply creating a good manipulative 
and thinking about what it could be used for are not equivalent. BalJ (1993) made a 
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model for use with negative numbers. The models were created, but the use for them still 
needed to be decided. Another thing Ball needed to think about was the language that 
was to be used with the students regarding those models. The language needed to have 
meaning for the students in order for them to grasp the concept. 
Giving students a set of manipulatives alone will not teach those students {Baroody, 
1989; Moch, 2001; Sharp, 1996). Using manipulatives along with teacher instruction 
allows the students to investigate mathematical concepts. The teacher must model 
appropriate use of manipulatives so that they are not mistreated {Sharp, 1996). While 
student achievement may depend on a combination of the teacher' s instruction and use of 
the manipulatives, it also depends on the experience the teacher has with manipulatives. 
The more experience teachers have with manipulatives, the more confident and 
comfortable they are when using manipulatives in their classrooms. This will give the 
students more confidence in using these hands on activities. 
Although research shows that even when hands-on activities are an important part 
of a planned lesson, student action can develop into automation. This can happen if the 
teacher is giving specific procedural instruction when using the manipulatives and always 
correcting students who are not performing the exact course of action, not allowing 
students to physically explore with the manipulatives themselves (Moch, 2001; Stein & 
Bovalino, 2001). Stein & Bovalino stated (2001) that "rather than give students the time 
and latitude to think through and make sense of the manipulative activity on their own, 
teachers can shortcut student thinking by jumping in and supplying the 'way to do it"' (p. 
356). 
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On the other hand, if a teacher does not introduce the use of the manipulatives to 
the students, this may lead to unproductive investigation (Baroody, 1989~ Stein & 
Bovalino, 2001 ). Students are left to systematize their own ideas of the mathematical 
concept to be covered. When students are put into small groups for discussion in this 
situation, students will disagree with one another over the proper procedure. This will 
only permit students to touch on different areas rather than delve into important concepts 
correctly (Stein & Bovalino, 2001 ) . 
The effective use of manipulatives in a classroom will also depend on the type of 
teacher. If the teacher is a control-oriented teacher, he/she may be more apt to use 
manipulatives in their instruction, but the use will be strictly controlled. Rather than 
allowing their students to explore with the manipulatives, they give their students specific 
rules and procedures on using them. An autonomy-oriented teacher may be more lenient, 
but research has shown that they use manipulatives less for instruction and more for play. 
Different choices were explored with both types of teachers. First, the controlling choice 
where the teacher demonstrated the use of the manipulative for the desired concept, then 
once giving the assignment, gave the students the teacher chosen manipulatives. The 
next observation was of student choice. A variety of manipulatives and other 
mathematical tools were placed upon students' desks. The students were given time and 
freedom to choose and explore with the manipulatives they felt were appropriate. 
Essentially there were some improper behaviors and overuse of some materials, but 
students eventually learned which tools were best for them to use for problem solving. 
They also learned to choose tools they felt were best suited for discussions in their small 
groups (Moyer & Jones, 2004). 
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Some teachers view manipulatives and other ha."lds-on activities as a waste of time 
(Hollingsworth, 1990; Moch, 2001; Moyer & Jones, 2004). They also see them as 
inferior to regular rote instruction. These teachers unintentionally promote their students 
to use manipulatives for play rather than instructional support (Moyer & Jones, 2004). 
Manipulatives offer students a tangible way for students to take abstract information and 
make meaning out of it for themselves (Stein & Bovalino, 200 I). Moyer and Jones 
(2004) said, "by demonstrating bow to use the manipulatives as tools for better 
understanding, teachers open doors for many students who struggle with abstract 
symbols" (p. 29). 
During student teaching experiences, college students are learning how important 
the use of manipulatives are in mathematical instruction. Although they have been 
finding that when they get into the classroom with a cooperating teacher, the use of 
manipulatives is not always there (Hatfield, 1994; Hollingsworth, 1990). It was not 
because the supplies were not available; it was simply because of the lack oftime or 
comfort with the use of the manipulatives, or merely the lack of support from 
administrators. Hatfield (1994) also researched the levels of manipulative use throughout 
grade levels and found that as the grade level went up, the use of manipuJatives 
decreased. Using hands-on materials effectively takes some time and patience, but is 
worth it in the long run stated Joyner (1990). Teachers need to keep their materials 
organized, give free examination of materials to students when new materials are 
introduced to them, and students need to be given rules and expectations when given 
manipulatives. Teachers always need to demonstrate the proper uses of the materials and 
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"think aloud'' to show their own thinking of particular procedures to the students (Joyner, 
1990, p. 7). 
Use of a Number Line 
Fueyo and Bushell (1998) investigated number line procedures among three groups 
of students. The investigation was to observe low-performing students' abilities to solve 
missing addend problems by using the number line. Students trained as peer tutors were 
used to help cope with the fear of insufficient time for instruction. Student 
accomplishment was enhanced when these peer tutors gave lessons and feedback on the 
use of the number line (Fueyo & Bushell, 1998). 
In Fueyo and Bushell' s investigation, first grade students were given two 
assessments, one prior to the observations and one after. They were able to use a number 
line for both. The teachers were not able to give any type of instruction on the use of a 
number line prior to the pretest. The students were simply given a number line along 
with the test. There was a group of students with an untrained peer tutor, a group with a 
trained peer tutor, and a group without a peer tutor. The investigators were focusing on 
problems with missing addends. All students were given a packet of five pages 
containing addit ion, subtraction, and missing addend problems all with single digits with 
a total of up to 100 problems. Each student was also given a zero to ten number line with 
arrows drawn on either end. Fueyo and Bushell (1998) stated, "a minus sign was drawn 
over the arrow pointing left, and a plus sign was drawn over the arrow pointing right" (p. 
420). The use of scaffolding, modeling, and lots of practice are suggested for 
mathematical instruction. The specific steps used for the number line gave the students 
the course of action the classroom instruction and text were lacking. Throughout the 
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study, peer tutors offered support and guidance with many problems. Once they were 
given proper instruction on the use of a number line, they were able to suitably assist the 
group they were working with. All of the students who participated in this study 
improved their missing addend problem solving skills except for those who did not get 
instruction on how to use the number line and did not have a peer tutor. The lower 
group's performances actually dropped due to many errors that were not corrected. This 
provides proof that mathematic instruction needs to be put together with the use of 
manipulatives (Fueyo & Bushell, 1998). 
Manipulatives Using Technology 
Manipulatives found on the internet offer teachers the chance to incorporate 
technology into their mathematics classrooms. In order for teachers to positively 
influence student knowledge and establish a student centered learning atmosphere, it is 
essential to incorporate technology. Computers have presented manipulatives in a new 
way to increase the learner' s theoretical support. They have given students opportunities 
to be a part of more advanced ideas than they would without the technology (Crawford & 
Brown, 2003). When aJl students learn differently, the use of technology also reaches the 
students who are visual/spatial learners (Alejandre & Moore, 2003). 
Since computers are becoming a necessity in classrooms today, more and more 
teachers are using virtuai rnanipulatives in place of physical manipulatives (Reimer & 
Moyer, 2005). Crawford and Brown (2003) indicated, "the use of digital manipulatives 
provides an interactive environment with immediate feedback to explore in depth 
mathematical theories that would be difficult to simulate with concrete models" (p. 172). 
Virtual manipulatives allow students to maneuver manipulatives in the same way they 
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could with physical objects, but with more visual stimulation and more variety available. 
One benefit virtual manipulatives have over their physical counterparts is their ability to 
show abstract symbols along with the manipulative. It uses words and numbers along 
with the manipulative to help the students demonstrate or practice their understa.."lding. 
Given that students often have difficulty making connections with abstract thinking when 
using physical manipulatives, this is a great way to improve student learning (Reimer & 
Moyer, 2005). 
Research has shown that students show more creativity, more positive behaviors, 
and less frustration toward mathematics when they use virtual manipulatives. Using 
manipulatives on the computer have also helped second language learners communicate 
their knowledge and understanding through control of the manipulatives on the computer. 
All students showed improvements in the concepts of fractions, regrouping, and patterns 
when utilizing virtual manipulatives in this study (Reimer & Moyer, 2005). Students 
assumed responsibility for their own learning and built up confidence in their 
mathematical knowledge (Alejandre & Moore, 2003). 
Making use of virtual manipulatives also assists in differentiating instruction within 
the class. According to Reimer and Moyer (2005) it allows students to perform at their 
own pace and level. Higher-level students were able to finish more questjons than 
students who are not able to work at a fast pace. These higher-ievel students are given 
the opportunity to be challenged, which keeps their attention. The computers provide 
scaffolding for the lower level students as well. During the study, students thought the 
computer helped them with their achievement of the given concept. They had a positive 
experience which in tum gave them confidence. 
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Candy and computers have been found to be both very pleasing objects for young 
children. They are fun and can be used for educational purposes as well. Ainsa (1999) 
studied 101 children, some of whom were monolingual and some were bilingual. All 
children were between four and six years old and were in two different classrooms. Each 
teacher read a book on counting \:Vith the use ofM&M's while the students used work 
mats and M&M candies to act out the story for themselves. The book not only counted, 
but used addition and subtraction methods as well (Ainsa, 1999). 
Once the children finished using the M&M manipulatives and made the shapes that 
were in the book, they moved on to the computer programs. The software that was 
available to them had similar activities as they had just done with the manipulatives. The 
students were able to add, subtract, and count with the click of the computer mouse 
(Ainsa, 1999). 
The study resulted in no substantial discrepancy between the use of the candy as 
manipulatives and the use of the computer. Ainsa (1999) concludes that the use of 
rnanipulatives alone is not more beneficial that the use of technology by itself, nor is 
technology better than using manipulatives. The literature says, "'computers might supply 
representations that are just as personalJy meaningful to students as are real objects; that 
is, they might help develop integrated-concrete knowledge" (Clements & McMillen, 
1996, p. 271). Since they are both meaningful for the student, using either computers or 
rnanipulatives are both beneficial to student learning. Work with one does not need to 
come before the other (Clements & McMillen, 1996). If they are used together, they will 
promote a positive and exciting educational experience (Ainsa, 1999). 
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There are many different types of computer programs that will promote student 
problem solving. Some programs allow children to manipulate items such as base ten 
blocks; rotate three-dimensional solids in order to see all sides possible, and some are 
merely games to encourage practice of mathematical skills. Computers can offer a more 
clean and controllable way to problem solve for students who become too distracted with 
physical objects in front of them on their desk or table (Clements & McMillen, 1996). 
Reimer and Moyer (2005) claimed, "virtual manipulatives are an innovative and useful 
way to enhance mathematics teaching" (p. 22). 
When teachers have decided to include technology into their mathematical 
classrooms, they have had to take into account the layout of their course and the detailed 
objectives for every part of their lessons. Crawford and Brown acknowledged (2003) 
''the focus of web-based manipulatives is to enhance the learner' s understanding of 
advanced theories and levels of understanding,, (p. 179). Teachers may not be able to 
find the most appropriate applet for their instruction of a specific topic. 
Magnetic Manipulatives 
Leaming about shapes is a big part of kindergarten mathematics curriculum. Many 
teachers give their students pattern blocks to explore using different smaller shapes to 
make larger shapes. Andrews (2004) found a way to help students who have trouble with 
fine motor skills to make better use of pattern blocks. After using magnets on the back of 
pattern blocks to demonstrate to the class, the students were then able to use these 
magnetic manipulatives themselves. Andrews said (2004) "now my chalkboard has 
become another mathematics center for my students, who love to make beautiful linear 
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p~ttems, geometric pictures, designs, and tessellations with these magnetic blocks" (p. 
15). 
Students began to be more focused on the designs they were making rather than 
dealing with constantly reorganizing them when they were bumped. Students in 
Andrews' class began building much more difficult design patterns and spent more time 
on them. They were also more eager to work with another student because the risk of the 
design being knocked was no longer there (Andrews, 2004). 
Two kindergarteners made up a game using the magnetic pattern bJocks and a 
simple triangle drawn on a piece of paper. The students took turns adding pattern blocks 
to the shape until there was one space left. Whoever was the last person to add a pattern 
block to the triangle ended up the winner. Eventually the whole class began to enjoy the 
game. Andrews (2004) said, "it gave the students many opportunities to use 
visualization, spatial reasoning, and geometric problem solving as they tried to outwit 
their partners and place the last block down" (p. 17). By giving the students magnetic 
manipulatives, the aggravation of moving pie-ees was taken away and the students were 
able to better enjoy the activity (Andrews, 2004). 
Games 
Children often invent games to make sense of their surroundings. Because of this, 
it is evident that in order to promote a sense of meaning within mathematics, children 
should play games. As stated by Williamson, Land, Butler, and Ndahi (2004), there are 
three types of games that will benefit students' mathematical performance: economic, 
combinational, and computational. Classroom communication involves the first, 
economic. Student interaction may be agreeable or disagreeable, hut most likely always 
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competitive. Williamson, Land, Butler, and Ndahi claimed (2004) "students can achieve 
success without others failing, or students can fail regardless of how well they try to 
follow the rules of the learning game if they do not understand the learning environment 
and focus on the wrong things" (p. 16). 
Young students need to learn computational fluency and number sense along side 
each other. According to Griffin (2003), young children between three and six years old 
often choose between five levels o£strategy when presented with a mathematical 
problem. The first level begins with '1mply making no attempt to answer a simple and 
basic verbal addition problem. This follows with merely guessing at an answer. Moving 
on from there, children begin to count one by one, begin to count on from a given 
number, and at the final and fifth stage, they are able to simply give the answer. This can 
be a lengthy process that young children, mainly children who are surrounded by an 
atmosphere oflearning, go through (Griffin, 2003). Ambrose stated (2002) "this 
progression of strategies is quite natural, and even five-year-olds move from counting-all 
strategies to counting-on strategies without instruction" (p. 16). 
Using games that help promote students' abilities in childhood education 
classrooms is the best way for them to develop these computational skills. Children are 
able to begin where they are most comfortable with and move on from there at their own 
rate. Children need to do a lot of counting and comparing exercises in order to begin to 
fully understand that numbers represent a particular size and amount. By doing this, 
students will improve their computational fluency in the long run. Activities such as 
counting jumps on a game board and steps down the hallway will help with this 
development. Not only do children need to count and compare, but they also need to 
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v~rbalize their learning as they do it. Griffin (2003) cJaimed, "when children understand 
the meaning of a computation strategy, they will use it more frequently and acquire 
greater fluency" (p. 308). Simple counting is a great skill for young children. It allows 
them to begin computing basic addition problems effortlessly. These are skills that will 
carry on and continue to develop with them throughout the ir educational careers. 
Phillips (2003) has offered insight to helping intermediate students with number 
concepts. Often times students cannot make sense of numbers when they are not 
presented in a real world manner. Students may not know their number facts even when 
their teachers frequently use games to teach mathematics. Phitlips (2003) stated, "in 
order for students to learn from games, the teacher must help them focus on specific 
number concepts, notice strategies they are using, and talk about their discoveries" (p. 
360). When students are experienced with these activities and are able to discuss them 
throughout the procedures, they become much more skillful in their mathematics facts. 
Students need to be able to come into contact with a variety of methods, discuss their 
results, and be given chances to apply their ideas to their own lives in order to make 
meaning out of it for themselves (Phillips, 2003). Without this, students do not have 
anything to take away with them. 
Games support advanced mathematical thinking, a better sense of teamwork, and 
encourage student communication. This permits the students to not only help each other 
understand, but also enriches their own experience and understanding (Williamson, Land, 
Butler, & Ndahi, 2004). Games permit students to practice and improve their 
mathematical thinking and skills (Bay & Ragan, 2000). 
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Instructional Comparisons 
When comparing a teacher education program in 1968 to the same one in 1998, 
there is a significant difference in the way college students are learning when it comes to 
teaching mathematics. At the beginning of the seventies, mathematics education was 
changing toward a more student-centered atmosphere rather than an authoritarian. 
Researchers claimed, ''this was the era of the ' new math"' (Seaman, Szydlik, Szydlik, & 
Beam, 2005, p. 197). This study was done in 1998 replicating another study done in 
1968 for comparison. Many elementary education students were entering the program 
with a formal idea of mathematics education. In 1998 there were much more students 
who bad more informal ideas of mathematics than in 1968. In 1968, they were first 
learning how to go from a teacher-oriented classroom to a more child-centered 
classroom. 
In 1968 the methods course presented a variety of teaching methods, but there was 
no description of the academic approach in any of their classes. On the other hand, in 
1998, the methods courses concentrated on developing a student-centered atmosphere. 
They were based on a constructivist concept of learning (Seaman, Szydlik, Szydlik, & 
Beam, 2005). 
In this study, Seaman, Szydlik, Szydlik, and Beam (2005) have noted "that 
preservice teacheroeiiefs about mathematics and mathematics teaching are established 
primarily through their own early schooling experiences and, once set, are difficult to 
change" (p. 206). Because of that, it is implied that a change has occurred in the 
philosophy of teaching mathematics over three decades. 
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Nowadays it is tolerable for students to not be skillful in their basic mathematical 
facts. If they do not have these abilities, they should be experiencing activities that will 
help them with their number sense and computational fluency. Even though this is the 
case, classes are still spending time on making basic facts routine. This is often done 
through the use of strategy or simply "drill and practice" (Toumaki, 2003). 
When math facts are first introduced to young students, they are problems to be 
solved for them. Using efficient mathematical strategies teaches students to understand 
math facts and in tum they will become automatic. Teaching strategy learning promotes 
higher level thinking skills and will help students become more efficient in solving more 
complex problems as well as help them become automatic in basic facts. Toumaki 
(2003) claimed "all these studies indicated that students taught through the use of 
strategies performed better than students taught through alternative !Dethods" (p. 450). 
Toumaki (2003) concludes that the use of drilling students with basic facts may be 
right for some students, but more frequently lessons on specific strategies needs to be 
taught to help most students. Toumaki (2003) stated "those who receive strategy 
instruction become significantly more accurate when faced with a transfer task'' (p. 457). 
Manipulatives may be a more common method of mathematical instruction in 
today's classrooms, but worksheets are still being used. Cain-Caston (1996) researched 
to see if there were any differences in the performance of students who primarily used 
manipulatives with students who primarily used worksheets. Students in the 1970s and 
1980s were learning by rote and asked to recite information from memory. The use of 
worksheets and rote learning has become unsuccessful and made practically obsolete 
since then. Students need to have their brains stimulated rather just sit quietly. The same 
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ideas are being taught, but students are enjoying learning much more because of these 
hands-on activities. In this study, students who worked on worksheets achieved at grade 
level and those who used hands-on manipulatives scored above their grade level by two 
grades (Cain-Caston, 1996). 
Disadvantages of Using Manipulatives 
Manipulatives may play a vital part in some mathematical instruction, but they do 
not convey the meaning of mathematics. Manipulatives are physical and concrete objects 
for students to use during problem solving. Eventually students are required to have a 
major understanding of mathematical concepts without these physical objects (Clements 
& McMillen, 1996). 
Ambrose (2002) has pointed out that in recent research some girls seem to be 
overusing manipulatives throughout their education. Educators may be sending the 
inappropriate message to their students over the use of manipulatives in mathematics. 
Children frequently are attracted to using manipulatives when they have the option to 
imitate the actions of problem solving. By using manipulatives, students become familiar 
with the main ideas of mathematics, such as addition and subtraction. Usually they begin 
to think more abstractly by using problem solving strategies mentally or simply on paper. 
They start making more connections and develop a deeper understanding of more 
advanced problems (Ambrose, 2002). 
For some children, this is not the case. As Ambrose (2002) has researched, some 
girls are more inclined to continue use of concrete manipulatives rather than moving on 
to abstract thinking even when it came to multidigit addition and subtraction. The 
students in this study were able to choose whichever strategy they felt most comfortable 
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with. Other studies have shown that girls tended to use concrete materials for counting-
on and counting-all strategies, where boys were more apt to using mental problem 
solving strategies. 
For some girls, their modeling approaches for the use of manipulatives are so 
embedded in their minds that that is what they most often use. Their "mathematical 
thinking did not progress as expected" (Ambrose, 2002, p. 18). Because their actions 
became automated, their understanding did not grow. They simply continued the step-
by-step procedures they were taught. In the study high school aged girls continued to 
show classroom taught procedures on tests where boys more often used alternative 
methods (Ambrose, 2002). 
Ambrose has suggested intervention techniques, "none of the interventions will 
inhibit a child from developing more sophisticated strategies" (Ambrose, 2002, p . 20) 
even if they are more developed in their understanding of mathematical concepts. Since 
manipulatives are so important in the original development of mathematical procedures, 
they cannot be removed from the classroom. Teachers need to find alternative ways for 
students to learn to move away from manipulatives and try inventing their own method of 
problem solving. Ambrose (2002) suggested the following: 
• Encourage the use of a variety of strategies at all times. 
• When a child solves a problem but cannot explain, do not prompt the use of 
manipulatives. 
• Encourage children to challenge themselves. 
• If a child uses manipulatives, ask her to explain what she did without giving 
her access to the blocks. 
• Try to create a spirit of risk taking in mathematics. 
• Foster the habit of trying mental-mathematics strategies. 
• Keep a close eye on girls to "catch them in the act" of using mental 
mathematics. (p. 20) 
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Teachers regularly convey the message that .manipulatives are the preferential method for 
problem solving, when students should be given the opportunities to explore other more 
advanced methods. 
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Methodology 
For this study a classroom of eleven first grade students, including nine girls and 
two boys, in a private school was observed. One child had Sensory Integration Disorder 
and the other children were typical students. The classroom was a bright and spacious 
primary environment with educationaJ and motivating posters on the walls. The students' 
desks were grouped in fours. Each student had his/her own nameplate on the desk, which 
had colors, shapes, the alphabet, a ruler, and a number line on it. There was also a 
number line on the wall of the classroom. Manipulatives used were located on a small 
table against the wall where students had access at all times. The main manipulatives that 
were used were two-sided counting chips, interlocking cubes, and work mats with two or 
ten divided spaces. 
Many mathematics lessons were observed. These lessons included activities with 
and without the use of manipulatives. Students participated in lessons that included any 
of the following combinations such as games using manipulatives, worksheets with 
manipulatives, games without manipulatives, and worksheets without manipulatives. 
This gave the observer the opportunity to compare results and see which was the best 
process for a typicaJ math student to learn by. The games and manipulatives were not 
only used to observe student performance, but also indicated if they helped motivate 
students to perform. 
This research began as a lesson study using small toy frogs as manipulatives in 
order find ways to make five. The work mats that were used were made from blue pieces 
of construction paper with two green Lilly pad cut outs on them. The two Lilly pads on 
the work mats acted as space for the two parts of an addition problem. This lesson was 
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one of many used to introduce the concept of addition. These students had used other 
simple manipulatives and work mats before this lesson study. The frogs and Lilly pads 
were mainly used to see if they would help student involvement and motivation. 
The second lesson study used for this research used three varieties of chocolate 
chip cookies for a lesson on estimation. The students were given one type of cookie at a 
time. They were asked to estimate the number of chips they thought were in the cookie 
without pulling it apart. The students recorded their estimates on a chart provided for 
them. Once they made their estimate, they placed their cookie inside a cup of water to 
dissolve the cookie and leave the chips. When the cookie was dissolved, they took the 
chips out of the cup and counted them. They recorded these numbers on the chart along 
side their estimates. After the students went through this process for all three types of 
chocolate chip cookies, they graphed their results using a different color crayon for each 
type. Finally, the students shared their estimations and graphs within a group of four 
students. During their discussions they compared each other's results to see if there were 
any similarities or differences in the results they found. 
Other lessons these first graders participated in included lessons without the use 
of manipulatives. As the students became more familiar with additiOn and subtraction 
problems, they were given addition problems without being able to use manipulatives. 
When they were not able to use manipulatives, some of the students tended to count on 
their fingers underneath their desks or use the number line located on their desks. 
These first graders were introduced to three dimensional solids without 
manipu1atives. During the lesson, the students became confused on the difference 
between flat shapes and three dimensional solids. They did not have anything to handle 
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and investigate; the idea was too complex for them to get their minds around. The class 
worked on the vocabulary of three dimensional solids. They had a difficult time coming 
up with examples of items that were cubes, cones, spheres, and other solids. 
The following day, the class was given a set of foam solids to handle and explore. 
When the definition for the different types of solids was given again, the students were 
able to grasp the understanding. They were able to distinguish the difference between a 
shape and a solid. They learned that shapes are flat and solids are not 
Another concept these first graders were taught without manipulatives was place 
value. For this lesson, the students were given a worksheet with rows of pictures of toys. 
The directions were to first circle the sets of ten. Once they were unable to circle any 
more sets of ten, they filled out a section underneath the rows. The students had to fill in 
how many sets often they circled and bow many were left over. Finally, they were to filJ 
in the total amount by combining the tens and extras. The students had no problem with 
this. They were able to use their pencil to circle the tens and immediately count. It went 
very quickly. 
The following day the class played a game using about fifty interlocking cubes a 
piece. Each student played with a partner. The game began by having one student roll 
his/her two dice. Whatever the child rolled, he/she needed to put that many cubes 
together in a train. then the play went to the partner. Each student did this for five turns 
each. Once the two partners each had five trains, they combined them all and put them in 
sets of ten to find out w ho ended up with more cubes. When it came time for the students 
to combine the trains they made, they had a very difficult time figuring out the sets of ten. 
Many thought after they combined them, since they no longer had five trains, that they 
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needed to roll the dice again. They did not understand that they were done with the first 
stage of the game. The teacher intervened to give a better explanation and model what to 
do with the cubes to find the sets of ten. Once the teacher did this with each set of 
partners, the students had a much better understanding. A few students were upset when 
their partners ended up with more cubes that they had. 
Each student was assessed through the homework given to coordinate with the 
day's lesson. All students were expected to participate, but were also given the 
opportunity to choose whether or not they would like to use any manipulatives on days 
when manipulatives were provided. This allowed the observer to investigate how 
students felt about using manipulatives. In most instances, the students chose to use 
manipulatives when given the opportunity. It was very rare for anyone of the students to 
not use them. When they were not allowed to use them, many would ask for them 
anyway and complain when they were denied access. 
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Results 
In this first grade classroom, the eleven students that were used for this research are 
all very smart children who love math. Throughout these observations of their behaviors 
during their mathematical lessons, they showed a sort of dependence on manipulatives. 
Often times these students would show a bit of frustration when learning a new concept 
without the manipulatives. Their willingness to try something new decreased when only 
given a worksheet. When these students were given the opportunity to use manipulatives 
or play a game, they were much more enthusiastic about what they were doing. They 
took ownership over their learning. 
The two lesson studies showed how well these first graders were engaged when 
using something they enjoyed such as toy frogs and cookies. As soon as they saw these 
manipulatives. they were eager to learn. The students became very excited when the 
manipulatives were first passed out to them during the frog lesson. They were_given a 
few minutes to play with the new manipulative before the lesson began. 
Initially the students worked independently to come up with ideas on their own. 
They began experimenting with five frogs. Once they came up with their own solutions, 
they were able to confer with a partner to compare answers. The students were asked to 
explain how and why their solutions did or did not work. Volunteers were able to get up 
in front of the classroom to show and explain with the use of an interactive whiteboard. 
Throughout this lesson study students were engaged and had fun. The students 
worked well independently and cooperatively. They participated and volunteered 
answers throughout the lesson. At first, many students had difficulty understanding how 
to move the frogs in order to represent different ways to make five. Some of the students 
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had problems recording their answers on a chart after making moves with their 
manipulatives. The problem was corrected when the teacher intervened after the students 
tried on their own two or three times. A couple of students played with their frog 
manipulatives for a while instead of getting right to work when the teacher instructed to. 
The students were engaged throughout the second lesson study as well. They sat 
attentively and all students participated in all the activities. They were all willing to wait 
patiently and help when it came time to clean up. The students were all eager to eat their 
cookies whenever they were passed out. Each student was motivated to work hard during 
the lesson knowing they would receive a reward at the end. 
When it came time to learn something new such as solids when they only know 
about flat shapes, it was much easier for them to grasp the concept with the use of 
manipulatives. Although when these students were working on place value, the game 
they played using manipulatives only confused them at first. It took some time for them 
to fully understand how they were going to find the tens and extras. 
As stated earlier, the students were assessed through homework assignments that 
correlated with the day's lesson. These assessments helped show that these students were 
able to connect their new knowledge with their lives at home. When learning about 
solids, they were able to find objects in their home that were the different solids. They 
also pointed out objects within the classroom. 
This research has shown that these young elementary students benefit from the use 
of games and manipulatives during mathematics lessons. They allowed them to get their 
hands on and minds on the concepts they were learning. The only time they benefited 
from a worksheet alone during this study was during the place value lessons. All other 
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concepts were greatly supported by games and manipulatives. The students were more 
engaged and participated more. 
This research also showed that when the concept is simple enough, the students 
were able to use the manipulatives to figure out for themselves how to solve the 
problems. During the addition readiness lesson with the frog manipulatives, the students 
were given the opportunity to investigate on their own. They were able to accomplish the 
goals for the day's lesson on their own. On the other hand, when the concept was more 
complicated, the students needed the guidance of the teacher to comprehend the concept 
and use the manipulatives properly. During the place value lessons, the students needed 
assistance with making the trains in to sets of ten. Once it was modeled for them, they 
understood and completed the task. 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
This researcher feels that games and manipulatives play a crucial role in 
mathematics curriculum, especially in an early elementary classroom. These young 
minds are open to many different experiences. The use of games and manipulatives gives 
them the chance to not only put their hands on the concepts, but also to give them the 
opportunity to apply the concepts to their own lives. By using many different types of 
manipulatives rather than the same ones over and over, the students are offered a way to 
see ideas in numerous ways. When they are given various avenues to take for one 
concept, they are taught that there is not onJy one way to solve problems. They learn to 
find many ways and learn to find which path is best for them to take. Because not all 
students learn the same, one way may be good for a couple of students while other 
students need another. A variety of manipulatives and strategies need to be available and 
offered. All students should experience every avenue in order to find what they are 
comfortable with. 
When students are onJy sitting in their seats, using worksheets and memorizing 
facts, they become bored easily. This researcher thinks worksheets are relevant to be 
used on occasion in order to check individual understanding. They are not to be used on 
a daily basis and as the primary source of the lessons being taught. They are a way to 
assess student knowledge along with performance assessments as well. When this 
researcher used worksheets for a oouple of days in a row, the students began to complain 
about them and how boring they were to do. On the other hand, when games and 
manipulatives were offered day after day, the students' excitement to learn and 
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participate remained constant. Their eagerness to gain knowledge in any mathematical 
concept continued to grow. 
It was often found that these first grade students wanted the teacher to give them 
the steps they needed to take with new manipulatives due to lack of experience. Many 
students were uncomfortable and unsure of what process to try and were afraid they 
would not be successful. This researcher needed to give extra encouragement to get these 
students to make an attempt on their own. Some students decided to give up before really 
trying. At first they felt very uneasy exploring on their own. Once these students became 
more comfortable discovering for themselves, they took more ownership of their 
learning. Being able to manipulate objects in their own way also made them more 
comfortable in explaining their thoughts, ideas, and the procedures they took to find the 
answers. 
Even though these young students enjoy mathematics with the use of games and 
manipulatives, there is a concern if they are becoming too dependent on these materials. 
When the manipulatives were not offered, many students would use their fingers as a 
substitute for the manipulatives during an addition or subtraction assignment. Others 
tried using the number lines located on their desks. The reason for this could possibly be 
because that is what they are taught in the beginning, therefore that is what they know 
and will do. 
The use of games and manipulatives gave enough support for these young 
elementary students for them to succeed. Without the use of games and manipulatives, 
their understanding was not as great. T he manipulatives gave these students a way to get 
their work with the concept in a way that they better understood_ Many of these students 
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are visual and spatial learners. They benefited from using materials they could get their 
hands on to explore. 
Students cannot just be handed a set of manipulatives and told to figure it all out on 
their own. They need guidance and direction from their teacher. Just as Ball (1993), 
Moch (2001), Hatfield (1994), and Baroody (1989) have all indicated, teachers need to be 
well informed and versed in the use of manipulatives and games in mathematics. 
Teachers need to be ready for any type of question possible from a student. Teachers 
need to be prepared for their students to find other possible solutions as well. Teachers 
need to be confident when using manipulatives in their mathematical instruction. When 
the teachers are at ease, the students are more comfortable as well. 
Stein and Bo val ino (2001) bad stated that if students are left to figure out for 
themselves a solution to problems given to them, they will be unproductive and learn 
improper procedures. In order for students to take proper ownership of their 
mathematical learning, they need to explore with manipulatives on their own once in a 
while. When the students are given this opportunity, the teacher needs to be circulating 
around the room and observing students' thoughts and actions. The teacher should 
continually walk around questioning students on what they have come up with. If a 
teacher finds that a student has gone off in another direction than where be/she needs to 
be, then the teacher can take action to guide that child back to where he/she should be. 
When this happens, the teacher does not need to give the answer or show the student the 
way to do it, but can simply give clues or ask more questions to motivate the student to 
pursue a different direction. The teacher can encourage the student to move in a 
direction that will lead them the correct way. Often times when the teacher asks specific 
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questions to a student who has gone off the path they should be taking, the student will 
see for themselves they have made a mistake and then will try to fix it on their own. 
Although no particular number line lessons were used for this research, this first 
grade class used number lines that were available on their desks. At the beginning of the 
year, the teacher instructed the students how to use them. On occasion a student will not 
use the number line correctly. The number line was introduced to be used like a game. 
When you make a move, you do not count the number you started on, but the next 
number. This is where some students get confused. They make their first count on the 
number they started on rather than moving to the number next to it first. This results in 
the students writing answers that are one number off of the correct answer. Fueyo and 
Bushell (1998) did a study on these procedures with first grade students and found that 
the use of a number line helped students with missing addend problem solving when they 
were properly instructed on how to use the number line. 
As far as technology goes, it can be a great tool for teachers to use to motivate 
student learning. There are many sites online that are available for both students and 
teachers for mathematical instruction. This researcher's classroom had an interactive 
whiteboard for both the teacher and the students to use to manipulate objects for many 
different mathematical concepts. This device had been used for addition readiness, three 
dimensional solids, and graphing along with a variety of other lessons. The whiteboard 
gave the students the opportunity to verbally explain their thoughts and processes with 
the rest of the class. It also gave the teacher another way to assess student achievement. 
This researcher agrees with Crawford and Brown (2003), who stated that students are 
able to successfully learn more advanced concepts because of their experience with 
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technology. It gives students the opportunity to visually see the connection between the 
mathematical concepts that they are learning to their every day lives. 
When the first graders were able to see three dimensional solids and maneuver 
them on the interactive whiteboard, they were able to grasp the concept much easier. The 
students were able to put one solid directly overtop of another to compare the different 
faces of two or even three different solids. The technology involved with the interactive 
whiteboard also allowed these students to see examples of different solids that they 
typically would not see in a classroom. 
Using games in mathematical instruction is important for young students. Not only 
do these students enjoy playing games with one another, but it gives them time to 
socialize and work on different mathematical skills at the same time. This researcher's 
students play a mathematical game each week according to the concept they are working 
on. The first lesson study with the use of toy frogs as manipulatives was made into a 
game for the students to find different ways to make five. The students were playing, 
socializing, and learning. When it came time for the class to learn about place value, the 
interlocking block manipulatives were used for a game. It became a contest between 
partners to see who had more tens than the other. As Griffin (2003) had stated, children 
take on a greater understanding of a mathematical concept when they play games using 
these ideas. The better they understand, the more they will use these concepts. A plain 
board game where students merely count spaces as they move is a great tool for 
childhood classrooms. Simple counting is a concept all individuals need for anything in 
life. It is the beginning of number sense. 
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Agreeing with Phillips (2003), this researcher feels students need to not only play 
games using mathematical skills, but discuss the skills they are using and how they are 
relevant to the game and their lives. Students need to be able to verbalize what they are 
learning in order to take ownership of their new knowledge. Students become much 
more skillful as Phillips had mentioned. 
Using games in a classroom encourages students to cooperate with one another and 
improves student interaction. Just as Williamson, Land, Butler, and Ndahi (2004) had 
stated students are able to help one another with concepts that are more advanced. One 
of the best ways for students to learn is to teach each other. Games allow students to do 
that. 
There has been a change in the way classrooms are being run over the past three or 
four decades. Classroom teachers are using many new strategies to teach all subjects, 
especially mathematics. The study done by Seaman, Szydlik, Szydlik., and Beam (2005) 
indicated that between 1968 and 1998, classrooms were making the changes and 
education students were learning these new methods. For the teachers who had been 
teaching during that time, they have had a tough time making the transition into today's 
methods. This researcher has experienced a similar situation with colleagues who have 
been teaching for many years. As this researcher has been willing to use various 
strategies to teach numerous concepts, there are colleagues around who show 
unwillingness to try new methods. 
Many researchers in the past have indicated that manipulatives have many 
disadvantages. Clements and McMi lien ( 1996) stated that manipulatives do not 
communicate the proper meaning of mathematical concepts. Ambrose (2002) felt some 
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students were using manipulatives too much. They were depending on them. This 
researcher found the first graders in this study demonstrated the tendency to possibly 
become dependent on manipulatives. As mentioned earlier, during observations of these 
students when given mathematical worksheets without manipulatives, some students used 
fingers or a number line to answer addition and subtraction problems. This researcher is 
uncertain whether this is a dependency or if it is simply the fact that the students have 
learned to solve in this manner and they do know any other way. Ambrose indicated that 
the overuse of manipulatives was seen more with girls than with boys. This researcher 
has not seen any discrepancy in manipulative use among different genders. 
Although some technology was used in this researchers' classroom throughout this 
study, the use of virtual manipulatives would be an avenue to research. A recommended 
research question would be: do students succeed better in mathematical instruction with 
the use of hands on manipulatives or with virtual manipulatives? In today' s society, 
young children are being exposed to using computers for every day living. This would be 
an appropriate study for the modem classroom. Another way of looking at the use of 
technology would be to try combining hands on manipulatives with technology together. 
The research would show which combination would be best for students to learn. 
Researching instructional comparisons would be another recommendation for the 
future from this researcher. The research would indicate whether a classroom with a 
more experienced teacher achieves more mathematically than a teacher who is fresh out 
of college, or vice versa. There would need to be an indication of the methods each 
teacher used. Do the students benefit from the methods and strategies the teacher uses or 
is it simply the experience and confidence the teacher has? 
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One area that should be researched in the future is how well students retain 
information they learned in mathematical instruction and carry it on to the following year 
of school. Are there methods that some teachers use that others should? What strategies 
are the best to help students to apply their knowledge to the next year? 
The research on the use of manipulatives has been an eye opener. When it all 
began, this researcher assumed that all education professionals thought students benefited 
from the use of manipulatives. Not only are there others who feel they can become 
inappropriate, but this researcher has questioned how much they should be used in the 
classroom as well. Manipulatives are definitely an asset to mathematical instruction, but 
there seems to be a fine line between this and when they are used too often. 
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Appendix A: First Lesson Study 
Lesson Study #1 Lesson Plan 
Content Area: Math 
Topic: Addition Readiness 
Today' s Lesson: Ways to Make S 
Grade Level: 1 
Time Frame: 35 minutes 
Link to Mathematics, Science, and Technology Learning Standards: MST 3.1, 3.2, 
3.3, 3.4 
Objective: Students will explore different ways to make five. 
Skills needed: 
• Basic counting skills 
•Following directions 
• Working independently 
•Working cooperatively 
• Recording data in chart form 
Materials: 
• Lilly pad work mats 
•Plastic frogs (five per student) 
• Recording sheet 
•Pencil 
Grouping/Oassroom Structure: Regular classroom seating formation has three groups 
of four students. Initially students will work independently to come up with ideas on 
their own. Then students will have the opportunity to work with a partner to compare 
results. 
Engage: Today each of you has five frogs and two Lilly pads. You need to find as many 
different ways as possible that these five frogs can sit on these two Lilly pads. 
Explore: Students will have the opportunity to "play" with the new manipulatives 
provided for them. Then student will begin to investigate various ways to make five. 
Explain: Students will work with a partner to compare responses. Advanced inquiry 
about how and why certain responses work will take place. 
Elaborate: Student volunteers will demonstrate responses to the rest of the class on the 
interactive whiteboard. 
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Evaluation: Student evaluation will be assessed by student explanation and 
demonstration with the use of the interactive whiteboard. Homework given will also be 
used as an assessment. 
Reflection: Some students continued to play with their frogs when the lesson began. 
Students should be given more than a few minutes to play with new manipulatives to 
wear off the novelty of them first. 
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Appendix B : Second Lesson Study 
Lesson Study #2 Lesson Plan 
Content Area: Math 
Topic: Estimation and Graphing 
Grade Level: 1 
Time Frame: 35 minutes 
Link to Mathematics, Science, and Technology Learning Standards: MST 3.1, 3.2, 
3.4, 3.6, 3.7 
Objectives: 
+ Using three varieties of chocolate chip cookies, students will estimate the number 
of chips and predict which brand has more chips. 
+ Students will conduct an experiment recording their observations of the a~ 
number of chips in each cookie. 
+ Students will graph their results. 
Skills needed: 
+ Estimating 
+ Recording information 
+ Graphing results 
Materials: 
• Three different types of chocolate chip cookies 
+ Recording chart 
+ Graph paper 
Grouping/Classroom Structure: Students sit in groups of four students. 
Engage: Food is being used to help motivate student involvement. Students will be told 
that they will receive a cookie snack at the end of the lesson. 
Explore: Students will play with their food in an attempt to estimate how many chips are 
in each type of chocolate chip cookie. They will record their hypotheses on the recording 
chart. Next, they will graph their findings on graph paper using crayons. 
Explain/Elaborate: Students will share their observations in groups and discuss if they 
find any similarities or differences in the results. 
Evaluation: Completed ~'iimation chart and graph will be collected at the end of the 
lesson. Student participation in class discussions will also be assessed. 
Reflection: Using three types of cookies was too much for these first graders. Using 
two types would have been sufficient. 
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